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Fran Ryan 
Blaise 



 

 



 

Cut mouth this is practice and only Blaise whose mouth open 
   Cut that he spoke from a cave a refuge in a violent place.  
 



 

This is speaking in a practice, the mouth that cut and difficult speaking, this is 
Blaise whose mouth cut in a violence speaking the recorded therapy speaking 
into mirror.  



 

Speaking from a cut he is in a room speaking into moving thread the cassette to 
play back, the therapy is work and time and the thread that moves, Blaise 
records his own voice learning to speak again.  
 



 

Speaking in a room alone and the starling’s sound from wires and leaves, the 
voice in a moving thread the cassette that turns in patience. Practice this is 
speaking again repeat a word in the mirror replay the voice this is Blaise and a 
mirror’s therapy, the random cut and starlings saved in the tape.  
 



 

This is only practice and the speaking through impediment, practice in a mirror 
turning the mouth is trained to move again. Therapy is speaking for practice, 
replay the voice and speak into mirror each word a step each one.  
 



 

The weeks the talk of box cutters the exacto knife is a precision. In a crowd 
there was in random a man cut ocular to chin. The surprise and fact of a cut in 
public and random, he said again and repeated, if not me then you or someone 
else.  
 



 

There is careful speaking, not wanting to be detected in the city of the attack you 
heard reports and the man who was turning to speak the instant the stranger hit.  



 

He’s insistent he speaks again, the repeating is insistent and the months to speak 
again in therapy recorded into tape for practice, insist and speak through the cut 
and the throat that spills. The cassette is a trail through the sedge, this is practice 
to speak again remove the fear in speaking there and the stick as impediment in 
the throat.  



 

Therapy to speak again, the brief era it was said the dance would replace the 
fight, there was peace and speaking in ease to strangers. The era the dance 
would replace the fight and the challenge at an overpass, though then the fact of 
the random cut, if not you then someone else.   
 
 



 

Blaise recorded into moving thread and starlings singing in light, difficult 
speaking alone in a room into tape there is taunt and the tape that turns patient, 
there is sumac and stranger’s taunt and where you walk not wanting to be seen 
at points. 
 
 
 



 

This is only practice only speaking into cassette tape, speaking into mirror. The 
sumac in a rain and light and through a dangerous soil, a cassette through stick 
and leaves, precise repeat the word precise a man cut ocular to chin and the drip 
and taunt in the starling’s mouth.   
 
 



 

Learn to speak again from a violent way and through the cut, this is only practice 
speaking through the cut see the cut and speak. You are a leather and each 
breath precise, let out relief in speaking the therapy of speaking into mirrors.  
 



 

Speak into mirror this is a practice learn to speak again insistent. The razor is an 
intimate the surprise and Blaise who speaks through cut, this is the only practice 
only, recording into tape released and care in speaking each step.  
 
 



 

There was the cassette traced through the sumac, you are in a public where the 
cassette is through the tree, the blade the scratchiti trace the word in transit glass.  
 
 
 
 



 

The story of Blaise who hid a year in a cave and refuge from a violent place. 
Bring the boy who could not speak and the song in the tape that glistens, repeat 
the boy who could not speak and fear in stranger’s taunt.  
 



 

Practice to speak again from the cave a refuge from the violent, they brought the 
boy who could not speak in the story of Blaise who reaches into throats.  
 



 

This is practice speaking through a violence.  
Practice for a cut a practice speaking through fear. 
Use these lines these are leaves in a light. 
Practice for a cut mouth in a violent place. 
 
Not to be detected speaking in silence in a cassette. 
Speaking of a way through a violent way for you. 
 
He is not to be detected.  
The cave as a refuge from violent 
Place to speak again  
And flaw in the voice therapy to pronounce. 
 
Blaise speaking this practice whisper from a violence. 
Blaise in the leaves wanting peace speaking in leaves. 
Place the fingers at the throat 
Fingers remove the bone that cut the throat and mouth.  
 
Blaise stammer in a practice not to be detected. 
Speaking as a poet speaking into cassette. 
The impediment 
Leaf the mouth a small tree 
This seeks peace in speaking in public. 
Remove the bone the precise throat 
Remove the bone and sing. 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kaia Sand 
Poems 



 

 



 

bel l  curve  
 
 
 that shape we strike for sound 
how we draw it, a line around ‘abilities’ 
how the legless man saw the legged 
how the legged saw him 
 
how I map natural disasters, friends nearby 
how states-in-reds-and-blues is a shorthand 
who we have sex with who we match our glasses to 
who we buy with our billfolds 
how fifty percent of bankruptcy is from medical bills 
how the lotto winner swore she’d never change 
how we spin sickness on the roulette wheel of capital, catapulting, catapulting, 
 catapulting 
how she was called ‘feebleminded’ because she was pregnant in 1924 
how he was called criminal for his long face and bad eyesight 
 
who we grieve for 
whose touch is infectious  
whose home has what walls 
whose park is a home is a bed 
whose ashes fill rusted cans 
who is not my enemy 
whose global funeral finds its fans 
who I grieve for 
 



 

who chased my car with his car 
who I escaped from 
who I chase with my daily purchase  
who was tossing rice at a bride 
whose body is not claimed 
 
who is a boy who wishes to be glamorous and womanish 
who is a girl who is a girl who is a girl 
who is a girl 
who smiles to signify static and such future 
who names her truck ‘snowball’ and furies the logging roads 
whose teeth cut on smoke 
whose teeth were pulled by country doctors 
who then moved to the city 
who then moved his human body to the city  
whose human face did not smile 
whose gray smile was not bought 
whose gray signature claims personhood 
whose gray is her black and white 
who was black when she crossed state lines 
who was white in her long shadow 
 
who lives nearby who is not a neighbor  
that person does not talk to that person 
whose taxday is evasive 
whose IRS envelope is annual and heavy 
whose address is racial 
whose wall marks the white demographic 
whose body is perfumed and bedecked 
whose body is sequined for the complicit mirror 
whose body is not claimed 



 

who learned chess from his father 
who stands guard by the wrought iron the barbed wire the chain link 
who demands a callback 
who is not a mother but a telemarketer 
who is not a telemarketer when another job is offered 
who is a mother and a telemarketer and a cousin and a lover of tulips and  
 tobacco 
who we grieve for 
 
who is a sister is a brother is a brother to a brother to a sister a sister to a sister a   
 brother 
whose human body we recognize in its carbon in its sequins  
that we recognize faces as beloved or we look down and keep walking 
 
that we keep walking 
who we grieve for 
who we have sex with 
who is a suitor who suits us 
who we love who we recognize  
that shape we strike for sound 
whose bodies we claim 



 

not  only  everything  al ive  
 
 

f or  Meg Ebe r l e  Ain swor th  
 
 



 

 
 
 

where a thought is 
two eggs long 
 
where the elms  
aren’t all dead 
 
where despite 
what the others say 
 
where by you 
 
where with all 



 

 
 
 

waves repeat like waves 
like waves. starry-slow  
 
june foghorn. our rapid assault 
on this slow climate. trying not  
 
to succumb, cumulous clouds 
lowering causeway, lowdown causation 
 



 

 
 
 
there was a woman  
who clutched a cup 
and then a bomb exploded 
 
        & there was  
          a woman who clutched  
         a cup but a bomb  
    had exploded 
 

this slow climate 
  



 

 
 
 
begin with a mother  
then talk to so many others 

 
hearing myself  
talking, saying words 
I have heard— 
 
 
here is how it is. 
 
 
you know what they say. 
 
 
one thing I know. 
 
 
this is what will happen. 
 
 
what you need to do. 
 



 

 
 
 
you say, beautiful places  
are manifold. one’s home 
may seem most beautiful 
 
Yachats, Yaquina, Depoe Bay 
we walk backward into  
the wind on this beach 
 
clutching something  
a hand or a stone 
  
 
 



 

 
 
 
in the stone, a national 
park ungated 
 
in the stone, opalescence 
 
in the stone, three stories  
an eye in a crevice 
your eye is not only  
everything alive 
 
in the stone, erosion 
in the creekbed, succulent 
charms 
 
nomenclature for red red 
mountains unto rivulets unto 
unto exactly 
 
 
 



 

  
 
 
at the mouth  
of the Umpqua 
cormorants. so close to alive 
 
a vista from this  
sunny chair. in photographer’s light 
waves repeat like waves 
 
so close to alive 
 
this piecemeal  
consciousness. no trees 
no wind. this piecemeal consciousness 
  
these trees 
this wind 
 



 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Kevin Varrone 
pro se 
( 10.20-11.2 ) 
 
 
 
 
...and then I will say to you whom I haven’t seen since this morning and with 
whom I haven’t talked face-to-face since last night, ‘how are you?’ and you, as 
always, will answer: ‘Oh, all right,’ and I will pause and think over carefully the 
intentional and unintentional implications of your response.... 
 
 — Orhan Pamuk, The Black Book 
 



 

 
 
 



 

all the sadness of cities & those who set clocks that way. it came & we watched t.v 
for days. then there was there already & then was then. & here is here now & here 
is overcast. there’s a blob over delmarva. here hovers & woos with all manner of  
stray animal in tragic circumstance. dog in square of light. words in the head &  
then in the mouth. time is having pork.  
 
I’ve tried to make it stick but it barely sticks. eli & grocery. snatches of aria. doof  
center. bodega opera. are you sure concertina doesn’t mean little concert?  
 
dramas on post-its. then the weather, it came. one morning, cougher from the roof  
of our bedroom, fag in craw, beat up landlord in the street. his knuckles bled 
landlord’s face bled. he knocked & sd, ‘you saw that, right?” that afternoon, 
coughing man knocked & sd, ‘you didn’t see anything, right?’ & annabelle  
brought the mail. 
 
some cities use verbose logging. 
 
now is a yard & trees. quiet life, handshake. dig dig hum hum dig. everything is 
different & everything is all the same again. little shop of hardware. half-yearly sale.  
dig dig hum. articles in the mouth, fermenting. 
 
 



 

in dreams I cannot break an apple w/my bare hands, nor can I swallow a crab apple  
w/out frown. in dreams a diner. it’s cold outside & warm in. you drink au lait & I  
eat biscotti. you say & then I say. it’s au lait & it’s biscotti & it’s cold outside &  
warm in & this is what they call life & this is what they call now. there’s  
condensation & I draw ursa minor on the smyrna diner window. 
 
(we used to wow at things; we used to geez. there’s a blob & your tee-shirt  
tacitly endorses canada.) 
 
some days when it’s rainy & gray & foggy I walk small hilly places, steps & paths,  
stairs, alleys & the air is sharp & trees stiff & there’s color here & there as one  
might expect but it seems unexpected & I pretend this is somewhere else  
or elsewhere, & walk until it becomes neither. some days when it’s raining  
in a novel it is also raining outside. 
 
one sidewalk sd GOOD CABLE STUMP. another sd FTAA is NAFTA ON 
CRACK. most sidewalks, however, express no opinion. 
 
(p.s.: in dreams I throw apple peel over my shoulder & it curls into an O) 
 
 
 
 



 

there are birds that hover & those that take off at steep pitch. those that make  
noise in morning & those silent at noon. things said & the words after, 
words, as if in latin. a desperate octave of the throat. a tom waits song. 
 
all our kings are mad & thin. all our better angels end up in the sea. 
 
where detail is oxygen, whatsoever in the sciences. fig tree & ditto. I tried to make  
it stick. there was a river once & ashfeathers & paperbits from fireworks on the 
water alit on our shoulders & in our hair. sometimes detritus passed for snow.  
sometimes data passed for magic in that city.  
 
(having peeled said apple alone, I produced my very own blessing & curse.) 
 
I miss consistent right angles, perpendiculars for skulking & lurking. nothing  
loves a planned community. nothing haunts a traffic circle. trapped in a  
rhombus of despair, I think I’ll go all no-bones. there is a stone in all of us. 
 
 



 

after experience had taught the usual. again. again. again. a void. ceasura. autumn  
chores are melancholy. psoriatic arthritis is sometimes called pencil-in-cup  
deformity. or maybe we don’t really know how to talk about these things at all:   
how the body particular happens, how a girl Os smoke rings beneath a faux-painted 
italy. how a small boy cradles static in his palms. 
 
botanists have commandeered the street signs. here’s to another thinking man’s  
no-brainer, another unknown unknown. swiffer the cul-de-sac. 
 
one of us is cider, dear, the other is juice (one is undamaged; the other, bruised);  
one prefers saints, the other, apostles; one speaks in email, the other, epistles. one 
thinks in simile, one, in etymology. one constucts syllogisms, the other,  
tautologies. verdict extant on rubber and glue. 
 
tell me again about the difference between labyrinth & maze. tell how stigma makes  
the saffron (& how autumn makes it poison). I fear my swallows have fled matto 
grosso for the gap outlet. fleuvog. vanagon. I go wee wee wee all the way home. 
 
 



 

the berries have slowed & smalled & turned the day small. meteorologists called for  
something yellow, jagged around the edges on doppler, so I took some cinema.  
(we say cinema here, call them pictures.) once, in a paisley italian notebook, I wrote  
inconsolable, then left pages & pages blank. later there was matinee ascension.  
there was a squinty moment’s dissolution. one could almost. someone on the street  
sd, hon, into a cell phone & someone else sd interim. the mood was dampening. 
their love was like a castle. 10 years passed between the sentences. there was sound  
adding sound, tintinnabulam & its ations.  there were church bells, though church  
itself amputated from view. the stroke was palpable in plain air, hammer on bell,  
ball-peen to brass. no symbols where sound indents us.  
 
there was perpendicularity according to the plummet.  
 
I tried to take the city, its particulate matter in my lungs, heave it, breathe out  
like the first sighs of chimneys (I tried to exhale the penultimate gasp of super- 
sonia). I tried to make it stick. dear e, what I wouldn’t do to make smoke blow  
north. what I wouldn’t do for a festival of booths. 
 
born from dreams. built from vision. operated w/pride. if there’s a lead month, this 
leads into that. light meets light w/out seams. how it hems, the sentence, how it 
twinges at the phantom itch of edits. how verbs turn to salt. 1 unread message. if  
only noon like noon could go backwards, if only in its entropy one might find  
a disorganized sort of poem. 
 
 

 



 

perhaps story inevitably comes into being. perhaps this is that. perhaps it’s my bit, a  
cent and a half, a second-to-last ditch effort. perhaps 1/8th the enchilada, or  
7/16ths of hell breaking loose.  
 
on a night near & perfect & past you turned & sd, you sd, you have nice hands &  
you sd, you have ballerina’s ankles. that was an era of sizzlies. that was the city that  
thought of us as a friend. I regard now (your not being here) as being present in  
absentia. amazing the warmth a void can throw off if gripped close. (the lion’s share  
of the she-bang, 3/4ths of it or so). in hindsight, everything is spilled milk. 
 
once I saw a modern dance icarus & then saw icarus the next day (real name eric), al  
fresco, testing ricotta from the end of a cannoli w/his pinky, awaiting espresso  
(which he prefers, apparently, arrive precisely half-way through his confection). he  
was eyeing the international friendly spilling into extra time on t.v.. the bitter bean  
of it all, the bitter sliver of lemon rind, bright acid & quicksilverish yellow card  
bitterness & earthy consonant granular sweet ricotta on pinkytip. ad astra per  
aspera. soup bones. tube socks. self storage. to stars by hard ways. I’m still fighting  
the so-so fight. 
 



 

walk set route w/dogs, point at things. despite knowing in the cartilage, names  
extant. too much protestation twixt solitude & solitude. gray sky dot matrix.  
nothing but connotations in the air. (the woman sd, pls call w/any future questions  
on the built environment.) in a dream I was an aircrash in a magnifying glass, all  
choke & billow, searching booleanly for the torso of your statue (sculpted from a  
strip of potmetal) and the piece of sky we both had fallen from. ad astra per. not +  
kansas + anymore. you leave tip, I’ll reconcile bill. starleaf on larger leaf on  
rainground. the canopy has become a tread. something (as a piece of writing) that is  
mutilated or left unfinished. pasteur and dissymetry. the inevitability of stars. weather  
much the same here though city veined w/hairline fractures. 
 
stone & lead. something coos (semi-loud w/out palpabale thrill). another frayed  
rhythm; another inappropriate response to sadness. sorry I bunked the girl-code.  
sorry I can’t proffer v-neck aplomb, but noon’s turning a corner on the flat earth &  
the sun itself will fall.  
 
I’ve carved out my own little piece of xml reciprocity, e. come soon w/moonshine  
in your dusklight; come smirk w/the slavic corners of your mouth. 
 



 

dear city, the part-shade in the walled garden still belongs to us, though the balance  
of weather is everyone’s now. midday light over the buildings, long flanks  
of the verticals. brownstones being their own bad selves. even as time was happening  
(they called it ‘real-time’), we knew we’d recall annabelle’s soft knock in metonyms  
& polars, how she’d step from the french movie she was every other saturday to  
deliver mail & pet the dogs (if only we’d smoked more, played cello, suffered  
sunlight through shutter-slats). how, like a radiograph, her little bone lamps 
aglow, her architecture filled w/sensible light. how her wonder twin powers.  
how there was a minor riot of timidity in her voice. 
  
how many licks to the center of tautology? how many skulls totem the spine? 
 
ghosts linger in the vestibules & phonemes in the ashes. time & all the  
cockamamie ways to reckon it (I bought a russian hebrew watch on which the  
hands go counterclockwise). an ugly strip. the whoop & honk. atrial-septal,  
radiolucent. I still confuse tinnitus w/vertigo, orpheus w/icarus, eurydice w/the 
scent of fresh-cut apple. I can’t be sure which of these dreams is syncope, which fate  
serendipitous. everywhere, bits of anecdote bound in arranged marriages.  
plot happens. call it story.  
 
taken in sum, do the margins justify the ends? 
 
 



 

day of the no & simon & judes’––the trickling increment. squaw winter. snatch of  
darkness. look for the frame. dying is inevitable now but not yet simple. there’s still  
the lifting capacity of air, quarter-hours sliding into parentheses. the burnished 
little wingtips of philosophy.  
  
it’s autumn for sure, but I reckon you still have summer hands, still the myth  
of pollen on your fingertips from pinching heads off dandelions, lest they became  
wishes. noon today is cement & glass. the midheaven, inedible. full tilt boogie  
leans on in.  
 
dear city, you razed a building but left the vacancy. dear city, wish u were here. 
  
all the verbs I wrote at the ocean stared tensely at the horizon, waiting for their  
shifts to come. they called the wind nor’easter. til then, I’ll be what I am. 
 
this is notice to hereby inform. a fah-so-lah isosoles. all our cities are bodies  
surrounded by bodies of water. thy rhythmic lover. we’ve traced a skirt around the 
divvy hyphen, the neighborhood dives & asian cleaners, the ungrammatical signs.  
occasional contact. the human trunk. wrecking ball on the end of a crane.  
 
we rebuilt engines.   
 
day distilled. reduction sauce. noon, basically a rum business. now the struggle  
is for all.  
 



 

dear e, I wanted to make contact in the quietest possible way. I wanted to use logic 
v. logic, buy tomatoes in a gendered tongue, but acuity of the enormous & the  
american solitary, & ascent from parking garage proffered dillspear on stair tread,  
dill smear on riser (cf. sure signs of death). 
 
I wanted to have a little look-see, a what’s-it, a you-know, pardon, & say more than  
slow- moving rainmaker, something on the papillary, tympanum of the door (ear to  
soul of house). some days a world outside & some days only outside. 
 
mustard. marigolds. madwort. madmen. the arrhythmia of man and memory.  
how it tics in the mist. not single spy, mashed banana.  
 
shadows of narratives persist (even without intervening objects). we spoke of  
newborns & salt & how, if the literature is to be believed, a woman has a way with  
both. we spoke of the early medieval catholic church looking upon gestures w/great  
suspicion. mimes as satan’s tool. positive value ascribed to gestures high & inside.  
a brush back pitch from the dark ages. eine kleine chin music. 
 
this one precept: neither a lens nor lens grinder be.  

  



 

in a book cellar, on a stack near the checkout, where a girl handwrites receipts,  
where a bumper sticker on the cash box reads, Enjoy Being, a compendious  
articulation of the unsayable, book of an hour, the existential one, ennui, the  
dragon dragon. I know a young boy & which to prefer.  
 
they say simultaneity turns time into space. they say no, not I, not at midday. (they  
say if you put a watch to your ear you can hear the sea.) 
 
in violet moments of humanity silence becomes light & light in turn makes sound.  
many days are autumn now. clouds make us intimate.  
 
(a rouse, a faux, a red herring––pocked w/archaic binary, nulls, morse, & measures  
for nothing. a java applet crashed in the forest. we no longer speak this accent.) 
 
they say it is an emptiness w/out explanation, they say it is a shadowless hour. not 
I, not if the self & the sentence are one, not if soaked in salt & saltpeter & smoked 
over oak & turf. not if in batallions. 
 
murmurs wax & fall to pieces. an engine, abandoned by the highway, whines  
on ambition then ceases. how many lesser angels never make it to the night sky, e?  
how many stars, each day, fall prey to chinese cuisine?  
 
(though we both know different, I’d like to think, if faced w/possible death, I, too,  
would take only my identity card & my budgie.) 
 



 

his job is to raise the flag at the senior apartments, where residents sit beneath the  
loggia like adolescent wallflowers, girls on one bench talking to girls, boys to boys  
on the opposite, smoking. he raises the flag to half-mast but what for on this today  
and why the yellow-handled tinsnips in his pocket? roland house. carriage house.  
havre de grace. and also with you, airborne bob. such is a life of maintenance, such  
are the unsentimental, unremarkable acts of being. when the elbow flexes the 
carpus flexes and vice versa as crows fly. as geese skein. this is the high cost of the 
word. here is the world from here. as crows murder. as geese gaggle. this is 100%  
height even if there isn’t enough content. I know you miss the breath mint  
statistic, but it’s a workable system. code in next post. 
 

 
 



 

O how long must we wrestle the divine, how long clutch & dandle  
the hem of sky, the last oozings of the burden-support duality? 
when obelisks were in vogue, when exile was hewn from stone (&  
we, ennuied, retrieved the treble sparks). we could not have known 
O if we’d, cannot now know if we’ll, prevail––angel, time has etched  
a taw across your brow (your lichened face, the hornets’ nest  
thatched behind your ear).  
 
bleat your silent cells, press the broken rood (sublime O badge and  
          chink) to your breast: we’ll rush headlong at the autumn dapple  
& linger over little jars of keats (who we read to sleep) & bury  
our face in his lap.  
 
 



 

dear e, 
 
uncertain, wavering, creepy at best. no release from little things. bird lack & 
a single strophe of human loneliness. tea steeping in mundane preparations.  
behold the restless day, behold the metaphoric heart: a woman in a cook’s apron  
stubbed a cigarette & replaced her false teeth to pet the dog. behold the panels of  
sidewalk (mind the cracks), objects in sequence in concrete (corona cap, toy  
helicopter, blue plastic fish, a state quarter). we might feel the gist of story  
but nuance escapes. we might know something concerning dispositions of air.    
 
here in the clean math of propositional ethics, dogs waiting for a geometry  
of sunlight. a leafless tree. a gentle, literary anger. the delicate monster of boredom  
(en attendant, en attendant & count it fair). behold the final tomatoes (cuore de  
toro) behold the rules for civil use.  
 
there goes another revolution. soy is my co-pilot.  
 
a little vin santo, a little sweetly doing nothing: this is no great love (& no great  
lovers, we). deadfast & accurate as fuck. are there pronouns enough aground to  
cover? this is a biography of our auto. here is the log of our motor. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Daniel Hales 
Poems 



 



 

Articles May Have Shifted During Flight 
 
 
Consequently may negatively impact cranium opening overhead compartment.  
When surfacing hours/days in strange room, grateful for miracles of modern 
science, empathy and patience pretty nurse. Heart too may shifted--morphine 
and pretty nurse, yes, but also space crossed on stretcher, luxuriant damask 
clouds, garden such obvious genitalia, view from watery dog terrace. 
Precipitation of vision rips, tosses scraps some one’s destiny in passing, pages of 
cartoon tract at first can only laugh, but merging more to orderly and serene I.V. 
dripping, articles still we/they shifting. 
 
 
 



 

Please Do Not Inflate Your Life Vest Inside The Cabin 
 
 
When I called you subtle, it was intended as a compliment, but I can tell by the 
look you shot me out on the esplanade that you did not receive it as such. 
Furthermore, it appears your sunglasses have been crushed into four-dozen 
plastic and metal shards; it may be that I hugged you too tightly. Do I really have 
a cavity, or have I just been brushing too hard? The famous shoe has become 
untied. Maybe what it says is “Man Shaves While Drunk,” a close up of the 
crooked moustache captioned “Countless bloody neck nicks.” At the drop of a 
hat or a yam or the rolling off of a point. Yes, I have brought my bad feng shui 
with me into your home—you were infected the instant your eyes passed over 
these words, whether or not you read any further. 



 

Said The Maxim To The Axiom 
 
 to Earl  
 
What good can come of this staring till the foglight fades, 
staring long past the point where I can  
even remember what I had been looking at? 
 
Who has not sought a river? 
Stood on the bank and thought about it. 
And wondered about the others. 
 
Do you hear them, those birds piping their beaks off? 
In their mud nests on the cliff face, their refuge? 
What can I say to defend my slender pilfering of lines, images? 
 
Perhaps it’s time to go again into the desert resplendent. 
I will lie in the shade of a tall tree. 
Tall trees are good, good to include. 



 

Envelope 
 
 
But that on which he writes- 
surely the paper’s above suspicion? 
A man wants to be literally true also: 
the window the address shows through. 
The ink, at least, is to be believed. 
 
If you read his palm you’ve seen 
how many times a man can cut himself  
trying to seal the same envelope. 
During the most indecisive hour  
of day (when shadows have nails) 
 
he may choose to burn his ducts  
with a magnifying glass. Is this why 
so fond of wax pools congealing  
on the rug when he arrives 
three minutes late for the séance? 
 
(Often detained by snagged parachute 
and so must cut himself down.) 
A man can do many things and go many places. 
And as the intercom urges 
the horizon to lengthen by yawning wider 
 
he finds himself tearing asymmetricals 
from stranger clothes in an all night laundromat. 
A man’s reasons may seem obscure, still, 
remains confident he will come to understand some. 
It may be reasons will appear 
 



 

after finding his watch, inexplicably,  
an hour and twenty minutes fast. 
Yet when—at last—she arrives, 
a man may redoubt all reasons  
he had just begun to accept. 
 
Here, words groomed, entombed 
by a fastidious executioner who vows to embrace 
every paradox-that is: strangle himself. 
Was there ever a happier man? 
He is only so much and then he is not. 



 

Two Etudes 
 
 
i. For Unstable Oscillator 
 
Is beauty part of snow’s explicit curriculum? Is procreation? Each footprint in the 
snow’s a template for a new machine or flower. He said he had to keep talking 
or his neurons would stop firing. Quite a character, going on between puffs of 
left handed cigarettes about the all powered ear-wigglers and the arched 
eyebrow raisers. Boy but he was something else again. God is subtle but not 
malicious. This bathroom door is rated PG-13. Do you believe it’s true that each 
laugh will be reincarnated as a sob? I swear George Rickey’s statue keeps me 
awake at night as it creaks in wind half a mile uphill. I could add this to my 
resume. And skinny dipping in the aestuarium. Right now it’s good just to be 
moving at exactly the right pace for the scenery. Did that guy finally shut up, 
pass out, or is he me, and if so, how to stop? What about her, reading a book at 
the other end of the bar, unable to admit she’s here because drowning in 
loneliness. Or him across, so desperately wishing he could drown hers with his? 



 

ii. For A Filibuster, Followed By Discussion 
 
 after Harry Partch  
 
Humming leafeater prelude to metallic screech of truck lifting dumpster tipping 
innards inside 
compacting.  
 
Descent of flat 5ths diablus en musica’d unrecoverable disc error.  
 
First string irregular verbs shouted in a round 
drink drank drunk stink stank stunk swim swam swum. 
 
Seaslopes harangue, pitsaws elated exodontists.  
Monotic bass’s beakless thunder. 
Boxwood creaking, pocket watch escapement wheel’s tooth and groove rusting, 
slow fade on rusting, rusting, rusting 
 
Icarus isn’t drowning, he’s being baptized. 
 
The old lady swallowed the fly cuz it tingled inside. 



 

 



 

 

 



 



 

Surprise Lake 

 



 

 
Open a wet free look-down fresh.  
Surprise-eyed lake, a face open.  
On open, on open, open a wet live sees.  
 
In a frame a brain, a face open  
to fresh curves. A pulse whorls  
down a breath burned bright a bright morn.  
 
Morning lake a sight fresh, open and wet,  
open a bright wet-eyed warmth. Lake mirror,  
sun believe, be open, believe on in.  
 
From a sun, a leaf looks down in a still light.  
A mist wing aglow below the flight.  
Believe a look is a leaf burnt to chalk  
and laughs like a moose.  
 
Mire and fresh leaf, mire alive on a way  
woven, a woven way with critters.  
Believe down on a home with critters.  
On a home with critters, home in the home.  



 

 



 

 
A lake looks like a leaf burnt,  
not an eye opened bright.  
A gaze, a flat look; was it not a lake,  
open with a bright eye?  
 
 
First was gravity, a leg touch,  
next a created wave saved from loss. 
 



 

 
Hex wave  
 

?  



 

 
Touch a bead music, s-string helix,  
hex elusive wave, a space touch  
on touch on touch. Touch a helixed bead, crude glass  
 
in a safe, a creates-a-space touch  
genes a string to finger.  
To helix a moss string, a lost leg.  
A leg, lost, loose. A loose nut donut wave.  
 
A mute helix touch and a bead invisible  
abundant globe, overgrown touch, a loose bead,  
elusive. A wave-foot. Moo. Gravity gravel.  
 
Touch gravity on in. Heal a moo in a mist.  
Moose flute and helix jam, flute-truth  
on a tornado. Alphabet an alphabet  
tornado. Both zipper. Cleaved, a note rings, a shape,  
 
solders a genesis. All this to send a message below,  
forward. Real hands and laps flutter.  
Gravity string on an up, both zipper.  
On an up, both zipper, up in the up. 



 

 



 

 
A wave curve is cleaved, not lost,  
not a loose tornado.  
Is an arc not stuck,  
is a wave zippered not once a touch, elusive?  
 
 
First a zap runs out,  
then a day of cicada wanes.  



 

 
Soft cicada  
 

 



 

 
Buzz a west drown call-down dress.  
Soft car cicada a carapace. Buzz  
on buzz on buzz, buzz a west live boundary  
 
in a waned day waste. Buzz  
to dress, drift down a din down,  
a down dimmed alarm. An alarm runs  
 
forth all ratchets. Cicada a vexed sigh,  
dress on buzz and west. Buzz an alarm,  
car warring cicada, real wing zap-bound  
 
buzz. Zap on in, wake firing chitonous putters  
from a wing, a sound calls down in a gin wing-spar.  
Dart and gear sounds, Dart marred on a sake.  
Wonder: a wonder’s sake with transmission.  
 
Evidence of carapace, a cloak, muttering string.  
Zap down on a hush with transmission.  
Wild flight of genes fingered in them.  
On a hush, with transmission, hush in the hush.  



 



 

 
A cicada call sounds  
in the din of a zapped car.  
If a car alarm goes on, zaps,  
for how long will a buzz buzz?  
 
 
First the tire comes,  
then the hydrants open.  



 

 
Unplug tar  
 

 



 

 
Gutter decay explores a bottle-stream harbor.  
Unplug a tide on tar, a hydrant accrete gutter.  
On guttered, on guttered gutter  
explore an everyday clot.  
 
A puddle stuck stream a cardboard box  
flood hydrant a clot. Clutter tar  
a broad egg harbor,  
gutter and feathers play tide cigar.  
 
Tar-steam oil, fire plug street-sweep cigar  
gutter, street on in. Egg splay a tire  
whorl puddle past splash play.  
 
Tire a shell plug, a spray stream  
bottles in a grate whorl.  
Steer a crush whorl tread to a shell flush.  
Street bottle is an egg box to whorl  
crushed rubber past puddle feather  
 
buoyant and harbor spray, buoyant collide on a splat-  
smut, a smut splat hot straws.  
Street corpuscle on a flutter hot straws.  
On a flutter hot straws, flutter in the flutter. 



 

 



 

 
An egg whorls in spray before a hot crush.  
How can hot crush when the egg is yet to come?  
 
 
First a mission is determined to dim,  
then a label for an xray is pushed.  



 

 
Fist xray  
 

 



 

 
Bang a rusty peevish half-known pulse.  
Fist xray, this ambush bang.  
Bang on, on a bang-bang a rust will exist.  
 
In a push, a label; ambush bang.  
A pulse unfurled, to know a die drift,  
a drift died. Determine a determined can.  
 
Candle x-ray, a why-pulse bang and rust-  
bang, a determined rust this plush xray schism.  
Fine mission. Miss a bang mission on in  
 
too late for rain. Push a fine dim  
in a half-known wide finger.  
Galaxies string on a finger invisible globes  
cleaved to shape a rusty ring, a genesis.  
Science pulse dims, a science cyst on a one.  
 
Explain, explain a one: Draft galaxy.  
All this: A half-known why, a strive to flutter real,  
Mission known on a game; draft galaxy.  
On a game, draft galaxy dim, game in the game. 



 

 



 

 
An xray half-dims in the death  
of this determined bang.  
Will a death bang  
to be labeled this determined?  
 
 
First was a yellow food awning,  
next a spit-out gum on the sidewalk.  



 

 
Supper gum  
 

 



 

 
Awning, a fed-again round-know aglow.  
Supper-pigeon gum, a drawer awning  
on awning on awning. Awning a fed-bludgeon den  
 
In it was a spit, a drawer awning  
aglow. Clammy, known, a concrete food.  
A food-concreted nest, a yellow nest.  
 
Chin-gum a test aglow. Awning feeds  
awning, a nest-fed pigeon gut. Gum breast  
sun yellow. Yell, awning -- yellow on in.  
 
Or a sun-blackened gum round  
known on walk, supper signed and aglow.  
Blackened brisk mess end a mess below.  
Fine: A flight cast coward alive,  
 
a cow lowing, a mowed goat, a fluted moose,  
a coward known on a crawl flight cast.  
All a try that ends no more warm or loud as mist.  
On a crawl flight cast, crawl in the crawl. 



 

 



 

 
A gum round on blackened concrete  
is not a pigeon nest in an awning.  
A smear , a flat circle, was gum;  
was it not once an awning with a pigeon nest?  
 
First the people come,  
then the grass speaks a helix.  



 

 
Glass goats  
 

 



 

 
Land a grass bleat, chalk-white salt pressure.  
Goat glass love, a same land-  
on-land, on land-land grass-thought speaks.  
 
In a same, a sane-sane land  
to press. Sift white salt an awkward often.  
An often awkward other, another back.  
 
Backing goat, an awe press land and glass  
land. Another grass-love glance. Goats mist.  
A call, a borrowed toehold,  
hooves resigned to a flight  
 
end in a harvest, grown and devoured, plenty too late.  
Chalk-people peep. Land people on in!  
Path a chalk-cheek, salt-white, in a sift. Code-  
moth and press-cheek moth aloft on a make.  
 
Gather a gather, make ghost stockings.  
Real land and grass flutters.  
People, white on a laugh, ghost stockings.  
On a laugh, ghost stockings laugh in the laugh. 



 

 



 

 
A nurturing salt comes,  
an awkward love before a people.  
How can white chalk calm a love  
when the people are yet to come?  
 
First was belief in a morning an opened breath;  
Then, a petal like a lake, the hot skin framed ashore.  
 

 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Pattie McCarthy 
iron : 
 
 
 
There is no where and no where to, only the present, the golden moment, 
the silvery now, iron existence, and there is nothing left to him but this iron, 
the rust, the beauty of the rust, the roughness, this real, solid crumbling away, 
this substantiality within the insubstantial: my father. 
 
 —Péter Esterházy, Celestial Harmonies 



 

 
  



 

1. kith & kin— related  
  by blood 
 
we have an incomplete understanding of 
when it is not hereditary we know not what 
 it is unclear how 
 nor any other metal 
 notoriously protean 
 
can you spell that for me 
 [& other iron things are pulled & taken out of the flesh] 



 

2. characterized by an unusual bronzing 
 a hard metal, imperfectly digested 
it is a hard thing to cauterize or sear or burn 
instruments implements (opening a vein) 
derivation repulsion 
a ring  [wherewith men knocke at the door] 
 



 

3. in the first edition (1806) of his dictionary, Noah Webster used the old- 
fashioned long s [ ſ. ] so that ‘bloodsucker’ (one who thrills after blood, a leech) 
looks like ‘bloodfucker.’  



 

4.  O 
 positive. get one’s Irish up, informal  
(to become angry or outraged).  
 [I don’t care for pale people. I like them 
 with lots of blood in them, and hers 
 all seemed to have run out.] 
it’s good for you. 
     



 

5. [a hard metal, imperfectly digested, of an impure whiteness, livid, & growing 
 black & sounding much] 
          ideological 
          illogical 
          not really 
          iron 
          18˚ 
 
 



 

6. hale & hearty, whole & hale— 
a system of hereditary skepticism. 
the ostrich [which  
bird can consume iron] unnecessarily 
fecund & vespid. 
 
it’s a delightful system (even a workable system). 
the act or practice of opening a vein; (of insects) 
bloodsucking— while it might 
seem a bit medieval, this treatment, it is something 
close to astonishing in its simplicity. 



 

 
7. scarcely known in pure condition, & gray 
when freshly broken. a hard metal, imperfectly  
digested— that’s irony2 (old ironside, iron-sick— 
also known as nail-sick). I held tightly in the rain 
to the railing, & that’s how my hands 
smelled all day after. 
 



 

8. the boy was badly bronzed. he fell 
into the sea, badly. bronzed he.  
(see bell-metal— also fig. applied to a loud 
ringing voice) & in this way one 
learns not how to fly heavy but to swim, 
also heavy. [that if gold ruste, what shal  
iren do ?] the tale does not always end when 
a badly bronzed  
boy rings in the sea. 
 



 

9. before c. 900, the ME & OE īren metathesized from īsern. 
metathesize misread as metastasize, for a moment.  
 



 

10. the most readily available & terribly practical— 
first kind : tenacious & capable of any shape 
second kind : brittle, low-heat fusible 
third kind : ‘partakes of the properties of both’ 
(& our kind : hæmo-) 
 



 

11. ‘kith’ is related to knowledge. the source 
text used ‘akin’ in lieu of ‘related to’— 
 
‘bleeder’ is equally the one who bleeds 
easily & the one who draws blood— 
 
 [all things are poison & notwithout 
 poison—] 
 
there cannot be a center (see also copernican 
principle) when nothing is still— 
 



 

12. in models of an open universe, without 
enough gravity & matter to hold 
it all together 
everything will eventually become this hard  
metal, imperfectly digested—  
not compressed into less 
but expansive, & all iron. 
 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Eric Keenaghan 
Now Is Taking Place 
 
 
a set from LOVE LETTERS TO MY HUSBAND 
 



 



 

Love Letters: In a Conditional Tense (to be read in stolen moments) 
 
 
  1 
Listless, flailing, stretching  
possibilities for correspondence, 
I happened on a little book 
bound    red    beat 
bundled in recycled paper. 
 
These are His letters  
to Her.  An admiration. 
 
A condition of looking at. 
 
I pore over their  
covenant, so carefully,  
caringly crafted.  It’s a lens 
through which things  
aren’t as they appear. 
It’s an ear where  
awkwardness’s 
the order of the day.   
 
Not malapropisms 
or the usual commonplaces  
exiling us from the rest.   
Just an agreement  
not to speak  
as clearly as possible  
about the impossible. 
 
 
  2 
Taken by the pictures, He and his man 
resemble Hasidim with their beards. 
She was so right to be  



 

disconcerted.  But to be men,  
it’s said on the plates, that’s all  
they ever wanted.  Not angels, not  
math, not much. Mensch.   
And to be mistaken for thinking men 
they used their beards  
to sound stranger still. 
 
 
  3 
Slow, 
I’m moving, afraid  
to disturb Perdida’s  
mama’s ghost, or to air 
out ole rollum’up pill  
bugs innocent us used  
to torture, or maybe stir 
up the spirits of he  
whom I could’ve  
loved, if only he  
were here, he, or maybe.  
 
 
  4 
My Husband of Husbands, 
if only such love really could be 
a love without conditions.  What  
matters is the idea of such  
conditionless love, the presupposition  
of being without condition,  
even if being without,  
or just to be, is unthinkable:  
a precondition before all else:  
be unconditioned.  But, then,  
there’s all this hair! 



 

  5 
Some context analysis not to blow 
your faith in the impossible; 
or, a postscript on  
Why Love’s Better From Behind  
a Hinky Beard: 
 
 
  6 
Possibilities for disturbance  
come in secondhand rustle.   
 
 
  7 
The discrete paperbag coverall  
falls away, leaving me exposed,  
publicly fingering my way  
into the porn of some  
Romanticist.  He and I, 
we’re excited by  
a stranger’s old letters.  
 
 
  8 
How can that be when the rest of the world aches in the now? 
How can that be when the genetic mishap across the aisle  
(ass wide in ill-fitting slacks; hair combed slightly  
askew to cover the off-center lack marking  
his pate as a nascent tonsure; brown pleather 
shoes, each with a clangor of rawhide tassel nodding), 
this man who so clearly could not possibly be my husband 
—on pain of any condition— 
has no time to spare for an unthought erection, 
 
 



 

  9 
or, worse yet, for giving himself over to a rousing 
thinking of what so clearly never can be possible 
in a typed transcription, so barely distributed,  
of a strange elderly woman’s loving hand? 
 
 
  10 
A suit a seat over crisply shuffles 
the Times, hours years raw power  
all at hand; half-cocked I,  
more demure, drape the book  
over my lips mouth chin 
hoist it near to my bridge  
so I can read him as carefully as you  
on your red crescent splintered palms, 
blood aching visibly where the nails bit 
like the Western broadleaves they sound like 
slapped raw by some rusty contagion, their 
trunks trailing up gingery fibrous splinters,  
as if some god were hellbent  
on undressing the roadside. 
 
 
  11 
What is in his hand conditions all of my fictions, 
even if I pretend I don’t hear the polyester.  
 
 
  12 
If he studies me from behind  
that column, he knows when I find my way  
home again,  in honor of the no one  
who’s His match, I’ll keep imaginary vigil 
with a dyke Chicana friend.  In the shadows 
of romance, we’ll read Elizabeth Bishop 
on the horrible breasts of Negro women, 



 

or we might talk of the Crying Daughter  
who’s finally found her completion 
on celluloid.  “She simply ran dry,”  
my Sadie will confess.  “Her course’s  
been run.”  I’ll spend the night with her, 
 
 
  13 
and I’ll leave you wondering  
whether Liz or la Llorina 
were really the topics of our conversation.  
 
 
  14 
If he studies me from behind  
that column he’ll know  
all this, that much, 
maybe more.   
  How can I not be 
one of them?  How’s it impossible? 
   
 
  15 
The walking abortion on the other side 
belches, “I’m love’s bitch,” but 
aren’t we all?  (It hurts to hear it  
said like that.)  My red book  
cautions me,  
 
 
  16 
  Stay here, stay caught 
between Her and her, Him and him, 
or Him and Her, between  
book, bum, and browbeater. 



 

 
  17 
Keep on keepin’ on   
between all those beards. 
 
 
  18 
From beneath hoary mufflers a grunted: 
“This bus’s run late again.”  A first line 
for the rest of my letter?  This proximate man 
of humanity’s misfortunes darts  
a glance up & down (just like that,  
so visible is the catch  
in the swing of his head), followed  
by a sharp tug at the seat of his discomfort, 
when nobody’s looking.   
        Possibly  
it begins here, since there must be a time  
 
I don’t know, before the synthetic fibers  
and poor tassels, when a fancier man  
was the occasion for writing,  
out of the sight of all:  
 
 
  19 
“The time will come when the time of water  
becomes but one of the cycles.  Mark it now 
well on the maps spread before you.  Then,  
comes another of barren waste, then  
of the madness of relations, then  
of the necessity of tinderstick  
aridity, and one day will come  
forlorn tenderness.  Then, 
will our full circuit of hours be run.” 



 

  20 
All this gunning to be men. 
 
 
  21 
But these are just the unfair 
weathered conditions when it’s only  
too possible to run  
a too well-charted course. 
 



 

Love Letters: A List of 27 Things I Can’t Bear To Remember  
(Lyrics to Be Repeated in a Future Letter) 
 
 
1.  Pat Benatar’s song spoke to me at a tender age about tender things.  My 
friends now wear velvet jumpsuits when they sing along, calling it camp.  I once 
put my eye shadow on as the video prescribed, but I looked absurd with my 
Billy Idol sneer and then-green hair.  I forgot this ’til you wore corduroys and 
slicked me up with pomade. 
 
2.  Battlefields erupted on my right cheek, shy of the sideburn; me, I’m all 
aflame.  All because you saw through our difference and mapped it back onto 
me, cartographic transference. 
 
3.  Raised like a standard, you skated meekly past me lying, vulnerable for you 
naked but for my foundation.  I still taste your anxiety. 
 
4.  You say, “Please come to bed, and leave the dishes.”  I say, “But we need 
them for all our future transmissions.” 
 
5.  When I finished speaking, you leaned forward and nuzzled my ear with an 
appeal for a truce, leniency.  The cloth hid your hand on my thigh, under the 
table.  Your breath sufficed for all the words of the spectacle others could see.  
Where they saw erotic diplomacy, I felt only freedom. 
 
6.  I want to rewrite all of Ibsen, too, with the purest mark of simplicity.  Please 
let me be the one to say “Yes” as the curtain falls and the final gun fires. 
 
7.  I know you watch me as I sleep.  So I pray to you instead of Him.  He 
doesn’t mind. 
 
8.  They won’t let us on the frontlines, so at least certify our humanity.  If not to 
die, to live.  Light up. 
 
9.  Living is a battlefield. 



 

10.  I giggle at the thought of bombed-out backwoods barns and our power to 
signify our disgust with “beautiful.”  But my deepest cut came when your blood 
flew beneath the topsoil, so that your flood might christen me with our new 
word, “delightful.” 
 
11.  When I married you, I did not yet know you.  You are a coming attraction. 
 
12.  Driving with my best friend always means just what it means.  But when in 
sight of Quebec on the Champlain ferry, it’s enough to let the landlocked 
waterbody move us, or it’s enough to let the rolling sands meters below carry 
our brother still further from Fallujah. 
 
13.  It almost didn’t matter that you spoke out of turn.  As long as your lips are 
moving, I’m reassured that confession is your greatest weapon. 
 
14.  We are young.  And people can’t help but take notice that we’re older still. 
 
15.  The old Italian in Paradiso smiled upon us, wishing us well.  In an instant, I 
was redeemed.  You ate the pinto beans with bacon.  Perhaps that is why. 
 
16.  I wish you called me half as much as you do him.  So, send me a wooden 
hand I can place on my balls to wish you were here, standing guard over me.  
You, you are my intervention. 
 
17.  Yes, I did as you said: I left the dishes to see the program through to 
completion.  I await your orders, but it hurts to be belted down on the lap of this 
unkind mercy seat. 
 
18.  You owe me $8.17.  The price of a kiss. 
 
19.  The 9mm bullet commemorates the loss of exactly so many grams of brine, 
the weight of the metal they hope to shuttle through some other’s boundary. 



 

20.  No promises, no demands. 
 
21.  You change behind the bathroom door: too obvious to move past you, over 
the threshold.  
 
22.  In that suit, you’re as dashing as an anchor.  But the news you bring isn’t as 
safe as what they distill.  You tell of loving yourself, youthful autopederasty.  
They keep count with toll calls. 
 
23.  A trannie galloped up the chapel dais to confess how she used to diddle 
herself when reading Sade.  Dangerous.  You adored the blasphemy.  I wished 
the government were there to hear her. 
 
24.  If we theorize ephemera, our bid for history becomes a mere hope for 
transcendence.  More than what’s fleeting, I need a place of forgetting. 
 
25.  Twelve American soldiers died today.  I threw up once I lost count of Iraqi. 
 
26.  I asphyxiated after I brought the groceries home.  Alone.  That fact is just as 
important. 
 
27.  Today I cut out your eyes from the digital photo of you you left behind.  I 
pasted them on the blurry shot of a distant casualty.  Only then could I properly 
mourn the loss of the one I love. 
 
 
 



 

Love Letters: An Archaeology of Possibilities Back in Those Times 
 
A.  A False Start on a Cocktail Napkin 
 
. . . and in the background the boy  
with the filthy laugh invades snatches 
he’d play in the wrong time,  
seductive, trousers cinched, 
til he was institutionalized . . . 
 
 
B.  A Postcard, from the Front 
 
“The boats are ok;   please come home.” 
 
 
C.  Pages from a Notebook . . .  
 
. . . owned by a gangsta rapper,  
or my artillery div captain: 
 
“I sometimes spend all of an afternoon wishing 
my mother had all her hair.  Though this is not passed 
I still call upon it like a midday reverie.” 
 
(O, my capitán.) 
 
 



 

D.  A Postcard, from the Back 
 
Shit I found in the morning, under my clothes, under the bed, at a trick’s pad:   
“Rather than simply a commonal pre-existence, an earlier stage out of which we 
emerge individuated and discrete, Duncan’s concept of the rime urges us to 
continue to see ourselves as inhabited by, or cohabitating with, the past.  We do 
not live in the past.  The past lives within, and with, us.  The interior-living of 
the past is not an interiorization, an appropriative introjection.  It is not an 
internalization of a power that we have grown to hate, for power wraps us up in 
an unforgiving kind of love.  Rather, we despise a form of possession, an 
occupation at once estranging yet nonetheless necessary for defining our selves.  
(Who else’s?)  Even when we reflexively look inside our selves for some past, 
then, we are always looking beside our selves.” 
 
 
E.  The Fine Print on an Ad for Our Zoo 
 
The bullets are humming 
& the chumps like to take liberties. 
Would love to see you here. 



 

Companion Pieces (2) 
 
Written on the following passage from Jacques Derrida’s “Foreigner Question: 
Coming from Abroad/Coming from the Foreigner”: “In principle, private mail in 
the classic sense (the letter, the postcard, etc.) has to circulate without control 
within a country or from one country to another.  It must be neither read nor 
intercepted.” 
 
  
Neither Read . . .  
 
to be fondled or strangled  
as they may as I float  
here face up cresting  
in my immolated descent torn  
out from my aerated wire box  
by violent childish hands exposed  
spiraling throwing me out 
like a tommyhawk and so It Is 
 
my fall my book  
not yet red  
                   a promised correspondence  
a dullish thud yet-to-come:  
 
still I leave you open     all my loves 
 
 
 
. . . Nor Intercepted 
 
No one talks of episiotomy.  (That, too, 
involves your perineum.)  Or, of  
tracheal collapse, gran mal seizure,  
coronary, anything rather  
than having to open  
a bit more to allow the pain  
that’s never really yours, the hurt that is 



 

instantly free of you, freeing of you but 
indenturing you to a new world order. 
 
No one ever speaks of crowning. 
 
No one ever wrote me a note 
to tell me that democracy is  
another name for sovereign  
exception.  No, not no one. 
 
* * *  
Let these things circulate. 
 
No one but you will hear 
my anguished confession 
that I prayed he drown somewhere  
in Asia so we could send him  
cheap aid.  Forget Sudan.  Forget some  
slum where some junkie I know  
lies sallow.  Slip a dime,  
a nickel, in a cup, fantasize  
about his hesitation or lover’s spit  
or some perversely wet wedding band. 
These ravings are for your eyes only. 
   
In the galleys of some sunken ship, or  
a submerged gallery, or portico,  
he’ll never be alone.  (To write a bout of it 
is to set my mind upon the seas… Can’t you see?) 
 
No one but me is left to hear  
me as I hear him sitting  
complacently in baggy pants  
pulled tight, running bony hands  
like so much water, through ever-growing  
greasy dead hair.  It’s not  
our currency to talk of such things,  



 

but I need to make sure someone 
at home hears about this.  No one talks  
of distension, or the blackish welts 
that come from sleeplessness  
or taking on water or other  
simple things.  Nope, no one 
is left to intervene.  Except 
for maybe the testimony of a child  
star vindicating a molestor. 
 
No one talks about any of it, no,  
not enough, but I want to  
write about him til I’m blue 
as one day I hope, choking, he’ll be,  
in the face.  On the oceanfloor,  
I fathom there’s a bit of hope  
for me, for rest, for giving up 
this business.  And because I write  
It, Love, you know It’s true. 



 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Eli Goldblatt 
A Slender Singer 
 
      for Gil Ott 



 



 

I set out bowls of soup at the wooden table in the narrow dining room.  I can 

hear the others in the kitchen, still talking and drinking wine.  This evening will 

go all right.  But what about those who aren’t here?  The ones we invited but 

couldn’t come, the ones we didn’t think to invite?   I offer puppetry, song, a little 

history.  Steady rain soaked us all just running from the makeshift theater in the 

barn back to the house.  I never know how negotiations will proceed after a 

performance. 
 

Lump in chest, arms 

& gangling legs 

unfilled by weight  

to walk the planet or  

wade into lake frost. 

Suddenly again weak, 

awaiting diagnosis, named  

merely by symptom. 

In that bed he calls  

for his socks & shoes  

ready to go home 

heedless of wires & tubes  

binding him to this  

spot far from poems.   

 



 

I woke suddenly at 3:05 AM, thinking I heard her voice say “O—are you already 

asleep?”  I tried to follow her, but she kept disappearing among apartment 

buildings.  I entered rooms looking for her, asking if anyone had seen her.  She 

had always just left the party, and I began to worry she didn’t want me around.  

People intervened and urged me to join the game show or address the protesting 

crowd, but I always needed to get back to the hospital before evening. 

 

The prospect could transpose you  

a band playing a march against war  

 

Beat adds counter currents to blood 

amber flash or false positives in chorus 

 

Holly, birch, maple in the snow at home 

but here we link arms shouting 

 

Sign carriers rush cops, barricades  

can’t separate bereaved from betrayed  

 

Officer rides a silver horse off stage 

where blue barriers keep sound out  

 



 

A slender singer, a rebel, a dark riverbank.  Questions temper glass, an unkempt 

beat burns crown into syllabary, constructs in time a moist canticle.  That’s for 

reaching & that’s for cantering back.  Police arch over the mendicant’s shoulder, 

repossess his wine.  You get right up to that West Philly door into the party but 

can’t go in; the stench rises from under the porch.  Stamp & scream all you like 

but no doorkeep ambles up.  Celebrant concludes on key, & out the barn door 

swallows slip & dive to catch an evening meal.  Coinage & wreckage spread 

across the yard, twisted emblem affixed to a mechanic’s cap.  Nobody wants the 

singer’s ritual to cease. 

 

He lies on the narrow bed 

starved puppet expecting 

the throng to sweep him  

into neighborhoods where 

they serve Mediterranean 

salad & clear liquor decanted  

from a tall red bottle set 

beside pita baked expressly 

for his meal.  She smiles at  

his sudden eyes grown near 

& every doctor disappears. 



 

The little self dissolves, the spume can’t hold together a minute as rain falls 

hollow & cove melts into coastline rock shelf, ocean covering old clefts.  We can 

hardly stand upright in the storm, clinging to the dock rail like so many puppets 

under tall trees.  Bulb light seeps from a trailer parked up the hill.  Keeping 

watch in our yellow hats & slickers, desire for warm drink & a few kind words 

exchanged in the dark. 

 

All bricks in a batch weigh the same;  

flat stones differ but can fit to match.   

A barn sits atop newly dry-stacked  

walls, solid again after a hundred fifty  

years.  Inside, the children who came  

for the show settle into their own idea  

of rows & most sit still; fidgety ones  

raise their hands to be excused before  

the lights dim.   

 Morning rain bends red  

poppies but does not tatter the petals.   

Song, nothing wrong with song. 

No matter how much you fracture  

 

harmony & fear takes you, a single  

spot burns your forehead—sharp  

shooters’ beam, mystic ray—but  



 

after curtain rise all adages splinter 

away.  The slow gesture & quavering  

tunes stray above the puppets’ waving  

hands, barn joists define a church nave.   

On stage a bare head & peeled eye arise  

from a dumpster beside a brownstone. 

A singer in back of the song, singing. 

 

 He hesitated & then entered the workshop.  The tools seemed smaller 

now after his illness, & he wasn’t sure how each of them shaped wood or metal 

or cloth.  He could feel the dull ache he always felt when he came into his work 

space: the desire to make something new, the fear that he might not be able to 

manage it this time.  Then forgetting, beginning to follow an unfolding presence.  

The puppets hung all around him, sat on shelves, peered at him in pieces from 

boxes on the floor.  The bins still held scraps of cloth stored by color or pattern, 

and his sewing machine waited beneath a window along the long wall.  His 

table was neatly cleared—magnificent expanse—and chisels and knives stood in 

racks beneath the window.  He had left the room as he always left it, clean for 

the next day’s work if not fully ordered to the mind of a visitor new to a puppet 

shop.   



 

 

 He picked up a mallet, or tried to.  His hands no longer closed around 

the handle, and he had to pick it up with his fingertips.  He could not grasp it 

securely enough to hold the weight, and it dropped back onto the face of the 

table with a thuck that sounded like the closing of a car door.  He hadn’t turned 

on the light when he first came in, and he realized the afternoon sun wouldn’t 

last much longer.  After all, it was already nearly winter though he hadn’t been in 

the shop since late spring.  He looked out across the yard, to the barn where he 

used to give performances.  Bats and swallows began to swoop in the twilight 

air.  He could no longer see the pattern on the armor of the Norse goddess or 

the mudcloth jacket of the African diplomat.   

 

We act in a movie—sentiment & counter 

sentiment—tamped, packed, or sliced  

in an ice storm on a city street.  Officers  

survey the murmuring masses, the placards  

& effigies, from high on their blue-draped  

 

horses.  You blink in hospital light, the gown  

slips off your thin pale shoulder, reveals color 

coded wires leading to monitors above your 

head.  At the nurses’ station they keep an eye  

on it all, watch the rise & fall, count the body’s  



 

 

tides; Congress can’t pass a law to right  

this ship.  Around the neighborhood, he  

says, I’m alien but they still treat me well.   

They know a refugee needs shelter, even if  

he’s running from his own blood.  Doctors  

 

string you along, nurses expect you to listen,  

aides have me breathing into blue tubes.  I’d rather  

be a puppet in a show of my own devising. 
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